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Get Back to Selling,
We’ll Do the Rest.
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FROM OUR CEO
Welcome to the iAgent team. We are excited
to embark on this new partnership with you. At
iTelecom, we know our most important job is
to support you, so that you can do what you do
best: sell. That’s why we created the ﬁrst of its
kind iAgent app to help you save time and earn
more money by putting everything you need at
your ﬁngertips.
If there is anything I can do to assist, do not
hesitate to call. Here’s to your success as an
iAgent partner.

Micah Bevitz, CEO
micah@itelecom.com | 323.602.0421
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We Earn Our Percentage
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Commissions - We offer competitive commissions you can track on the iAgent app. With our
escalating commission structure, when you sell more, you make more. Plus, you can count on
being paid accurately on time, every time.

02

Referral Incentives - Our Effortless Referral Revenue program offers industry-leading referral
compensation. Simply send us a qualiﬁed lead; when our team signs them up, you'll earn 30%
upfront and residual.

03

Training - We'll help you stay up to date on the latest trends by hosting monthly training seminars
and sharing best practices. Best of all, with the iAgent app, you'll save time by only receiving
updates on your preferred carriers.

04

Pre-Sale Support - We employ an in-house carrier and quote research team to assist with
provider and solution selection. Any time you have an address, product or service requirement,
simply submit it through the app, and we'll get back to you within 24 to 48 hours with the answers
you need.

05

Post-Sale Support - Our dedicated team is the ﬁrst layer of support for your customers. For no
additional costs or hidden fees, we'll work with the carrier until the support or billing issue is
corrected so your client can get back to running their business and you can concentrate on your
next deal.

06

Carrier Network - We partner with a broad portfolio of leading data, voice, cloud and managed
service providers. All are carefully vetted to save you time and ensure customer satisfaction. Plus,
you’ll receive exclusive invites to iAgent carrier events through the app.
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Sell More, Make More.
We partner with a broad portfolio of leading data, voice, cloud and managed service providers.
Each one is carefully vetted to save you time and ensure customer satisfaction. The following
cheat sheet highlights some of our most popular carriers/services that you can offer, along with
the compensation percentage iTelecom receives.

Nationwide

Area-Speciﬁc Data/Voice

PHONE SYSTEMS

LO CAL CABLE COAX/FIBER

Star2Star 24-34%

Spectrum 18%

Most consistent system with happiest users, boasts the
lowest churn rate in industry.

Comcast 18%

CallTower 18%

Cox Varies

Great for clients who want to use Ofﬁce 365 and Skype.

Optimum 18%

Ring Central 20%
Market leader in features and mobility apps.

8x8 26%
Secondary market leader in features and mobility apps.

CLOUD SOLUTIONS

LECS
Frontier 20%
Verizon Telecom 18%
AT&T 16-17.5%

Effortless Ofﬁce 18%
Assumes the role of IT for the client, and provides white glove
installs and user support.

CLECS

Star2Star 24-34%

Ntegrated 16%

First UCaaS provider chosen by Citrix as a partner.

Birch/Fusion 18%

Rapidscale 20%
Works with clients' in-house IT to provide services.

Airespring 16%

Evolve IP 24%

Verizon Business 19%

Works with clients’ in-house IT to provide services. Best for
over 25 users. Also provides Hosted Phones to offer clients
1 cloud provider for phones and desktop/server/app.

COPPER LINES
Entelegent 16%

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
Credit Card Processing Varies
BIS: Rebate for Business 10%

Birch 18%
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Quote & Contract Requests
Now that you are ready to start selling, let’s review what is needed to request quotes from our
team. Quotes can be submitted in the iAgent app or by emailing Quotes@iTelecom.com.
Please keep in mind that speed and efﬁciency are our priority, and the average turnaround time
for requests is 24-48 hours.

We want to keep you out there
selling so to prevent delays, be
sure your request contains the
following:


Legal business name



Service address



BTN (billing phone number)



Preferred carriers



Preferred products



Preferred speeds*

*Please note: cable requests that
require a site survey may take up
to 10 business days for results.

R E A DY F O R C O N T R A C T ?
Please provide additional information to ensure order accuracy:
1

Billing address (much trickier to get
changed after the order is placed)

2

Contact information (name, title,
phone, email)

3

Federal Tax ID

4

Conﬁguration (clear conﬁrmation of the
carrier and products being ordered as
well as any additional information like
CPE, Static IPs, etc.)

5

Due date
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Department Heads

Adam Cole

J. Paul Zimmerman

SALES MANAGER

PROJECT MANAGER

Adam joined iTelecom in 2009 and currently leads

J. Paul joined the iTelecom team in early 2012 as

our dedicated sales team. Adam has been leading

the head project manager for Complex Products.

sales teams in the telecommunication sector for

His expertise is in successfully managing multiple

more than 13 years. Adam is a veteran with a natural

carrier installs for clients across the country

aptitude for providing dynamic leadership to cross-

including Mistras, Red Bull, Body Glove, Bacardi

functional teams, spearheading projects aimed at

USA and the Archdiocese of California. The

driving sales and maintaining excellent client

hallmark of his work is his patience and

relationships. Adam’s philosophy is to “make a

persistence paired with a relentless drive to put

difference, not a sale.”

our agents’ needs above everything else.

adam@itelecom.com | 561.404.0465

jpaul@itelecom.com | 323.602.0425
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Get Paid on Time, Every Time.
Being an iAgent is more rewarding than ever with our escalating commission structure. Plus, you
can track your growing commissions on the iAgent app. You choose the tier and the subsequent
level of customer interaction that works for you. We’ll do the rest.

Bronze Tier - Referral Sale
Agent provides potential customer name and contact to iTelecom. Services are proposed by iTelecom
directly to the customer. iTelecom coordinates the provisioning process.
TIER 1

30%

For less than 20k in MRC.

TIER 2

35%

Agent receives percentage on all new deals after they have brought in $20k in MRC.
Agent must retain $17k in billing MRC to retain Bronze Tier 2 status.

TIER 3

40%

Agent receives percentage on all new deals after they have brought in $40k in MRC.
Agent must retain $35k in billing MRC to retain Bronze Tier 3 status.

Silver Tier - Cooperative Sale
Agent acts as liaison between iTelecom and potential customer. Agent will present quotes and signing
documents to customer and shall serve as the customer’s advisor while they continue to use the
services. iTelecom will manage the installation, support and billing associated with the services.
TIER 1

70%

For less than 40k in MRC.

TIER 2

75%

Agent receives percentage on all new deals after they have brought in $40k in MRC.
Agent must retain $37k in billing MRC to retain Silver Tier 2 status.

TIER 3

80%

Agent receives percentage on all new deals after they have brought in $80k in MRC.
Agent must retain $75k in billing MRC to retain Silver Tier 3 status.

Gold Tier - Direct Sale by Agent with Quoting Support
Agent manages all interactions with the customer, including implementation of and ongoing support
for the services. iTelecom does not engage directly with the customer but iTelecom will assist agent
with generation of quotes and signage documents. Accounts are maintained by Agent.
TIER 1

90%

Less than 200k MRC.

TIER 2

95%

Agent receives percentage on all new deals after they have brought in $200k in MRC.
Agent must retain $190k in billing MRC to retain Gold Tier 2 status.
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Become a
Secret Agent.

8

Sell $150 thousand in MRC to join our
Secret Agent program and have access
to perks like free vacations.

